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Angélique is a gifted chocolate-maker whose 
shyness prevents her from acknowledging 
her talents. Struggling chocolatier Jean-René, 
who also suffers from bashfulness that threat-
ens to drown his company, hires Angélique as 
his new sales associate. With the future of the 
business hanging in the balance, Angélique 
and Jean-Renémust overcome their limita-
tions and confess their sweet affections for 
one another in this delectable comedy.

FRENCH 80 min. 2010
JEAN-PIERRE AMÉRIS

*CUSTOMIZED CONTENT

ROMANTICS ANONYMOUS
Jiro dreams of flying and designing beautiful 
airplanes. Nearsighted from a young age and 
unable to be a pilot, Jiro joins a major Japanese 
engineering company in 1927 and becomes 
one of the world’s most innovative and ac-
complished airplane designers.The film chron-
icles much of his life, depicting key historical 
events, including the Great Kanto Earthquake 
of 1923, the Great Depression, the tubercu-
losis epidemic and Japan’s plunge into war.

JAPANESE 
126 min. 2013 

HAYAO MIYAZAKI

THE WIND RISES

In 1967, a young student from Beijing, 
Chen Zhen, is sent to live among the 
nomadic herdsmen of Inner Mongolia. 
Caught between the advance of civili-
zation from the south and the nomads’ 
traditional enemies - the marauding 
wolves - to the north; humans and 
animals, residents and invaders alike, 
struggle to find their true place in the 
world.

MANDARIN 121 min. 2015
JEAN-JACQUES ANNAUD
*CUSTOMIZED CONTENT

WOLF TOTEM
When a model Swedish family on a ski 
holiday in the French Alps is threatened 
by an avalanche, more than the moun-
tain is shaken up. The family’s dynamic 
and order is overturned leaving ten-
sions and questions hanging. Force Ma-
jeure was a critical favorite at the 2014 
Cannes Films Festival.SWEDISH 120 min. 2014

RUBEN ÖSTLUND
*CUSTOMIZED CONTENT

FORCE MAJEURE
Documenting languages that are on 
the verge of extinction, two linguists 
travel to isolated villages in Siberia, the 
Andes, India, Bolivia, and an Ameri-
can Indian reservation in Arizona. Their 
travels, sometimes perilous, expose the 
circumstances and consequences of 
disappearing languages across the 
globe.

[MULTIPLE] 65 min. 2008
SETH KRAMER, DANIEL A. 
MILLER, JEREMY NEWBERGER 

THE LINGUISTS

Sandra, a young mother, has just been 
released from the hospital to find that 
she no longer has a job. The only way 
Sandra can hope to regain her position 
at the factory is to convince her co-
workers to sacrifice their bonuses. Over 
the course of one weekend, Sandra 
must confront each co-worker individu-
ally in order to win a majority of their 
votes before time runs out.

FRENCH 
95 min. 2014

DARDENNE BROTHERS

TWO DAYS, ONE NIGHT
Beats of the Antonov documents the 
Sudan-SRF conflict in the Blue Nile and 
Nuba Mountains regions. The film fo-
cuses in particular on the role of music 
in helping the affected communities to 
sustain themselves culturally and spiritu-
ally in the face of the ongoing conflict.

ARABIC 
68 min. 2014

HAJOOJ KUKA

BEATS OF THE ANTONOV

Through the eyes, words, and songs 
of its popular music stars of the 50s, 
60s, and 70s, this film examines and 
unravels Cambodia’s tragic past. 
Combining interviews with never-be-
fore-seen archival material and rare 
songs, this documentary tracks the 
twists and turns of Cambodian music.

KHMER, FRENCH, ENGLISH 
105 min. 2014
JOHN PIROZZI

DON’T THINK 
I’VE FORGOTTEN

favorite of former IC director Gregory Stallings

A simple Italian postman learns to love 
poetry while delivering mail to the fa-
mous exiled poet, Pablo Neruda. After 
falling in love with the island’s most 
beautiful woman, the postman enlists 
Neruda’s help to win her love.

ITALIAN/SPANISH
 108 min. 1994

MICHAEL RADFORD

IL POSTINO

A Turkish family living in Germany struggles 
with questions of identity after their grand-
father announces plans to move the 
entire clan back to their native country. 
After living in Germany for decades, the 
immigrant family has planted large roots 
there. Everyone in the family’s definition of 
“home” is different, and as they all depart 
for Turkey, some resent being torn away 
from the only lives they’ve ever known.

GERMAN 
101 min. 2011

YASEMIN SAMDERELI

ALMANYA

Fallen City follows the survivors of the 2008 Si-
chuan earthquake to embark on a journey 
in search of hope, meaning and identity. 
The film explores the experiences of ordinary 
rural Chinese forced to rebuild their lives in an 
empty world. A devoted father, a divorced 
older woman, and a runaway teenage boy 
become a collective image of the Chinese 
people, struggling to their place in a new 
China torn between tradition and modernity.

MANDARIN 
90 min. 2013

ZHAO QI

FALLEN CITY

When Norwegian scientist Marie at-
tends a seminar in Paris on the actual 
weight of a kilo, it is her own measure-
ment of disappointment, grief and, not 
least, love, that ends up on the scale.

NORWEGIAN,FRENCH 
93 min. 2015 BENT HAMER
*CUSTOMIZED CONTENT

1001 GRAMS
A cattle herder and his family who re-
side in the dunes of Timbuktu find their 
quiet lives -- which are typically free of 
the Jihadists determined to control their 
faith -- abruptly disturbed.

ARABIC 96 min. 2014
ABDERRAHMANE 

SISSAKO

TIMBUKTU

FALL SEMESTER 2015

IC DIRECTOR FAVORITES
To celebrate 50 years of the Col-
lege of Humanities and 40 years of 
International Cinema, former and 
current IC directors have selected 
a personal favorite film from the 

archives. 
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favorite of IC founder Don Marshal.

Adapted from Thomas Mann’s 1912 novel, 
Death in Venice tells the story of Gustav von 
Aschenbach, an avant-garde composer 
who travels to a Venetian seaside resort in 
search of repose. Instead of relief, Aschen-
bach is met with a cholera epidemic that 
threatens to compromise not only his health, 
but his desires and ideals.

ENGLISH/ITALIAN 
130 min. 1971

LUCHINO VISCONTI

DEATH IN VENICE

favorite of former IC director Travis Anderson

Mohammad is a gifted and kindhearted 
8-year-old blind boy who upon returning 
home from school for the summer finds himself 
at the mercy of his widowed father’s crippling 
sense of shame. To the disappointment of the 
rest of the family, Mohammad’s father makes 
efforts to conceal his son, whose blindness he 
deems a liability to his own reputation.

PERSIAN 
90 min. 1999

MAJID MAJIDI

THE COLOR OF PARADISE

favorite of former IC director Scott Miller

A petty thief with a strong resemblance to a 
samurai warlord is hired as the lord’s double, or 
Kagemusha. When the warlord later dies the 
thief is forced to take up arms in his place. Not 
altogether prepared for this task, Kagemusha 
must be instructed by his master’s assistants in 
conveying a strong public image, so as not to 
shatter the peasants’ morale.

JAPANESE
180 min. 1980

AKIRA KUROSAWA

KAGEMUSHA

favorite of former IC director Dennis Packard

Widower Morten Borgen cuts against the 
grain of the community with his heretical 
doubt. He is the father of three sons: Mikkel, 
who is entangled in an interfaith romance; 
Anders, an agnostic;  and Johannes, a 
devotee of Søren Kirkegaard, who be-
lieves that he is Jesus Christ. Multiple stories 
of faith and rebellion build towards a shat-
tering, miraculous climax.

DANISH 
126 min. 1955

CARL THEODOR DREYER

ORDET

Anina Yatay Salas is a ten-year-old 
whose name spells trouble: those three 
palindromes in a row are an ongoing 
source of teasing at school. When a 
playground fight results in mysterious 
punishment, Anina will learn to put her 
problems in perspective and empa-
thize with others in this sweet little day-
dream of a tale.

SPANISH
 80 min. 2013

ALFREDO SODERGUIT

ANINA

After failing to kill himself by jumping off a 
bridge, a man is washed up on a deserted 
island in the middle of the river, but within 
view of the city’s high-rises. He attempts 
to escape, but soon accepts his fate and 
the challenges in living on the island. A 
reclusive young woman, who takes close-
up shots of the moon and has not left her 
apartment in years, spies him on the island 
and comes to think of him as her own alien.

KOREAN
 116 min. 2009
HAE-JUN LEE

CASTAWAY ON THE MOON

WONG KAR-WAI SERIES
Wong Kar-wai is a Hong Kong Sec-
ond Wave filmmaker noted for 
his idiosyncratic, resonant, and 
critically acclaimed works. He has 
been included in the BFI’s Top Ten 

Directors of modern times. 
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Join us for another round 
of the two most popular 
films shown last semester. 
 

There will not be any 
screenings on Saturday, 
03 October due to LDS 
General Conference.
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favorite of former IC director Dennis Cutchins

Koyaanisqatsi wordlessly surveys the rap-
idly changing environments of the Northern 
Hemisphere, in an astonishing collage cre-
ated by the director, cinematographer Ron 
Fricke, and composer Philip Glass. It shuttles 
viewers from one jaw-dropping vision to the 
next, moving from images of untouched 
nature to others depicting human beings’ 
increasing dependence on technology.

NO DIALOGUE 
86 min. 1982

GODFREY REGGIO

KOYAANISQATSI

In a loose retelling of the Book of Job, an 
ordinary man must wrestle with his faith 
not in God but in the Russian state — an 
epic struggle against a monster with 
many faces possessed of the capacity 
to bend the law to suit its own appetites. 
Resistance is futile, as they say, and yet 
this stunning satire’s embattled patriarch 
valiantly perseveres for the sake of his 
family, even as it crumbles around him.

RUSSIAN 140 min. 2014 
ANDREY ZVYAGINTSEV
*CUSTOMIZED CONTENT

LEVIATHAN 

Following a bloody civil war, young 
Ofelia enters a world of unimaginable 
cruelty when she moves in with her new 
stepfather, a tyrannical military officer. 
Armed with only her imagination, Ofe-
lia discovers a mysterious labyrinth and 
meets a faun who sets her on a path 
to saving herself and her ailing mother. SPANISH 118 min. 2006

GUILLERMO DEL TORO 
*CUSTOMIZED CONTENT

PAN’S LABYRINTH
Chungking Express is one of the defin-
ing works of nineties cinema and the 
film that made Hong Kong filmmaker 
Wong Kar-wai an instant icon. Stripped 
to its barest plot synopsis, the film tells 
the story of two heartsick Hong Kong 
cops, both jilted by ex-lovers. Their sto-
ries cross paths at the Midnight Express 
take-out restaurant stand, where the 
ethereal pixie waitress Faye works.

CANTONESE 102 min. 1994
WONG KAR-WAI

*CUSTOMIZED CONTENT

CHUNGKING EXPRESS

favorite of former IC director Steve Riep

Master Chef Chu is semi-retired and 
lives at home with his three unmarried 
daughters. Life at the family’s house 
revolves heavily around preparing and 
eating an elaborate dinner every Sun-
day. The stability of these meals gives 
them all strength as they deal with new 
romantic relationships and disappoint-
ments.

MANDARIN 
124 min. 1994

ANG LEE

EAT, DRINK, MAN, WOMAN
Hong Kong, 1962: Chow Mo-wan and 
Su Li-zhen move into neighboring apart-
ments on the same day. Their encoun-
ters are formal and polite—until a dis-
covery about their spouses creates an 
intimate bond between them. At once 
delicately mannered and visually ex-
travagant, Wong Kar-wai’s In the Mood 
for Love is a masterful evocation of ro-
mantic longing and fleeting moments.

CANTONESE 
98 min. 2000

WONG KAR-WAI

IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE
Araya is a Venezuelan-French docu-
mentary film that depicts the lives of 
laborers who extract salt from the sea 
off the Araya peninsula in Venezuela. 
Their method for extracting salt, virtually 
unchanged for centuries, depends on 
grueling physical labor, but provides a 
dependable, if meager, living for the 
men and their families.

SPANISH 
90 min. 1959

MARGOT BENACERRAF

ARAYA

favorite of current IC director Matthew Ancell

Nostalghia is Russian director Andrei Tar-
kovsky’s enigmatic work about a writer 
who, trapped by his fame and an unhap-
py marriage, seeks out his cultural past in 
Italy. Here he meets Erland Josephson, a 
local pariah who declares that the world 
is coming to an end. The writer finds this 
prophecy curiously more alluring than the 
possibility of a dead-end future.

ITALIAN, RUSSIAN 125 min. 
1983 ANDREI TARKOVSKY
*CUSTOMIZED CONTENT

NOSTALGHIA
Ashes of Time is less a straightforward 
action thriller than a visually striking 
meditation on memory and love. Ouy-
ang Feng has lived isolated in the west-
ern desert for some years as an agent 
for assassins, tormented by memories 
of a lost love. His encounters make 
him conscious of this solitude and his 
wounded heart.

CANTONESE 94 min. 1994
WONG KAR-WAI

*CUSTOMIZED CONTENT

ASHES OF TIME (REDUX)

favorite of current IC director Daryl Lee

Thomas is a London fashion photographe. 
One day he thinks he may have photo-
graphed something far more sinister: a murder. 
After taking pictures in the park, Thomas is horri-
fied to find an ambiguous image lurking on the 
edge of the frame, which could be a shadow, 
but looks like a gun. The only thing clear is that 
the woman  in the photo has appeared at his 
studio -- and wants the pictures he took.

ENGLISH 111 min. 1966
MICHELANGELO ANTONIONI
*CUSTOMIZED CONTENT

BLOW UP
Professional photographer L.B. “Jeff” Jeffries 
breaks his leg while getting an action shot 
at an auto race. Confined to his New York 
apartment, he spends his time looking out 
of the rear window observing the neighbors. 
He begins to suspect that a man across the 
courtyard may have murdered his wife. Jeff 
enlists the help of his high society fashion-
consultant girlfriend Lisa Freemont and his 
visiting nurse Stella to investigate.

ENGLISH 
112 min. 1954

ALFRED HITCHCOCK

REAR WINDOW
Set in East Berlin during the mid-1980s, 
The Lives of Others chronicles the con-
sequences of the Minister of Culture’s 
decision to investigate a playwright 
and his lover. The complex, lucid script 
and the somber camerawork estab-
lish an atmosphere of fear, doubt, and 
suspicion, topped with superb perfor-
mances.

GERMAN 137 min. 2006
FLORIAN HENCKEL 

VON DONNERSMARCK
*CUSTOMIZED CONTENT

THE LIVES OF OTHERS

Leila has just been pardoned after serving 12 
years of a life sentence. With few options, she 
agrees to work as a personal assistant to the 
blind pastor Father Jacob, who spends his 
days answering letters of the needy. Although 
she regards Father Jacob’s correspondence 
as pointless, it ultimately plays a role in Leila’s 
own redemption and self-forgiveness.

FINNISH 
74 min. 2009
KLAUS HÄRÖ

LETTERS TO FATHER 
JACOB George C. Scott stars in this adapta-

tion of Charles Dickens’ classic novel as 
Ebenezer Scrooge, the glowering and 
growling misanthrope who firmly be-
lieves that he is in the right while the rest 
of the world is out of step. This Scrooge 
is a tough old codger, not undergoing 
a transformation until the final moments 
of the tale.

ENGLISH 
100 min. 1984

CLIVE DONNER

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
When shy, artistic Anna moves to the seaside 
to live with her aunt and uncle, she stumbles 
upon an old mansion, and the mysterious 
young girl, Marnie, who lives there. The two 
girls form a unique connection and friend-
ship that blurs the lines between fantasy and 
reality. As the days go by, a nearly magnetic 
pull draws Anna back to the House, and she 
begins to piece together the truth surround-
ing her strange new friend.

JAPANESE
103 min. 2014

HIROMASA YONEBAYASHI

WHEN MARNIE WAS THERE

Following a newspaper ad, ordi-
nary women tell part of their life sto-
ries to director Eduardo Coutinho, 
which are then re-enacted by ac-
tresses, blurring the barriers between 
truth, fiction and interpretation.

PORTUGUESE 100 min. 2013 
EDUARDO COUTINHO

*CUSTOMIZED CONTENT

PLAYING (JOGO DE CENA)

After sending away his 12 year-old son Sid-
dharth for work, Mahendra (a chain-wallah 
who fixes broken zippers on the streets) is 
relieved – his financial burdens will be allevi-
ated. But when Siddharth fails to return home, 
Mahendra learns he may have been taken 
by child-traffickers. With little resources and no 
connections, he travels across India in pursuit, 
with the hope that whatever force arbitrarily 
took his child away will return him unharmed.

HINDI 
96 min. 2013

RICHIE MEHTA

SIDDHARTH

favorite of former IC director Dennis Perry

One of the most powerful of Yasujiro 
Ozu’s family portraits, Late Spring tells 
the story of a widowed father who feels 
compelled to marry off his beloved only 
daughter. This is a poignant tale of love 
and loss in postwar Japan, which remains 
as potent today as ever—and a strong 
justification for its maker’s inclusion in the 
pantheon of cinema’s greatest directors.

JAPANESE
 108 min. 1949
YASUJIRO OZU

LATE SPRING


